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Abstract. Existing data for the electromagnetic proton form factors and for the cross
section of the wide angle Compton scattering (WACS) show that the hard two-gluon
exchange mechanism (collinear factorization) is still not applicable in the kinematical
region where Mandelstam variables s ∼ −t ∼ −u are about few GeV2 . On the other
hand these observables can be described in phenomenological models where spectator
quarks are soft which assumes a large contribution due to the soft-overlap mechanism. It
turns out that the simple QCD factorization picture is not complete and must also include
the soft-overlap contribution which can be described as a certain matrix element in the
soft collinear eﬀective theory (SCET). Then the leading power contribution to WACS
amplitude is described as a sum of the hard- and soft-spectator contributions. The existing
experimental data allows one to check certain conclusions based on the assumption about
dominant role of the soft-spectator mechanism.

1 Introduction
The ﬁrst data for the diﬀerential cross section of WACS has already been obtained long time ago [1].
New and more precise measurements were carried out at JLab [2]. Double polarization observables
for a polarized photon beam and by measuring the polarization of the recoiling proton were also
measured at Jeﬀerson Lab (JLab) [3]. New measurements of various observables at higher energies
are planned at the new JLAB 12 GeV facility, see e.g. [4].
The asymptotic limit of the WACS cross section, as predicted by QCD factorization, has been
studied in many theoretical works [5–8]. It was found that the leading-twist contribution described
by the hard two-gluon exchange between three collinear quarks predicts much smaller cross sections
than is observed in experiments. One of the most promising explanations of this problem is that
the kinematical region of the existing data is still far away from the asymptotic limit where the hard
two-gluon exchange mechanism is predicted to dominate. Hence one needs to develop an alternative
theoretical approach which is more suitable for the kinematic range of existing experiments.
Several phenomenological considerations, including the large value of the asymmetry KLL [3]
indicate that the dominant contribution in the relevant kinematic range can be provided by the socalled soft-overlap mechanism. In this case the underlying quark-photon scattering is described by
the handbag diagram with one active quark while the other spectator quarks are assumed to be soft.
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Various models have been considered in order to implement such scattering picture within a theoretical
framework: diquarks Refs.[13], GPD-models [9–12] and constituent quarks [14] .
An attempt to develop a systematic approach within the soft collinear eﬀective theory (SCET)
framework was discussed in Refs.[15–17]. The description can be considered as a natural extension
of the collinear factorization to the case with soft spectators.
In Refs [15, 16] the factorization of the three leading power amplitudes has been studied and a
phenomenological analysis was made. The three amplitudes describing Compton scattering which
involve a nucleon helicity-ﬂip are power suppressed and they were neglected. In Ref.[17] these amplitudes were also included into description, together with all kinematical power corrections. For
that purpose the factorization of helicity-ﬂip amplitudes has been discussed assuming that it can be
described as a sum of hard- and soft-spectator contributions. Corresponding soft contributions are
described as matrix elements of the appropriate subleading SCET operators. Assuming that such
soft contributions are dominant we estimate their possible numerical impact on the cross section and
asymmetries.

2 SCET factorization for the WACS amplitudes
The amplitude of Compton scattering γ(q) + N(p) → γ(q ) + N(p ) can be parametrized as [18]
M γp→γp
Aμν

=
=

−e2 ε∗μ (q )εν (q)N̄(p )Aμν N(p),

 μν
μν
(T 3 + K
−T12 (T 1 + K
/ T 2 ) − T34
/ T 4 ) + T5μν iγ5 T 5 + T6μν iγ5 K
/ T6 ,

(1)
(2)

where e denotes the electromagnetic charge of the proton, N(p) is the nucleon spinor. In Eq.(2) we
introduced the orthogonal tensor structures
μν
T12
=−

Pμ Pν
,
P2

μν
T34
=

NμNν
,
N2

T5μν =

Pμ N ν − Pν N μ
,
P2 K 2

T6μν =

Pμ N ν + Pν N μ
,
P2 K 2

(3)

with
P=

1
(P · K)
1
1
, Nμ = εμαβγ Pα (p − p )β K γ .
(p + p ), K = (q + q ), P = P − K
2
2
2
2
K

(4)

The scalar amplitudes T i ≡ T i (s, t) are functions of the Mandelstam variables. In the WACS kinematics s ∼ −t ∼ −u ∼ Q2  ΛQCD these amplitudes include various contributions associated with
the hard and long distance QCD dynamics. Using the SCET framework one can perform a systematic analysis of the various contributions including one which are associated with the soft spectator
scattering (soft-overlap).
It turns out that in the case of nucleon target the soft spectator scattering mechanism is not suppressed comparing the hard spectator one. Therefore the complete factorization description must
include both of them. The factorisation description of the soft spectator contribution is more complicate then the hard one because it involves hard and hard-collinear scales. The hard scale appears due
to hard subprocesses describing partons with the virtualities of order Q2 , the hard-collinear scale is
associated with the scattering of the hard-collinear particles with the virtualities of order ΛQ where
we introduced a generic soft scale Λ ∼ ΛQCD . Assuming that hard, hard-collinear and soft scales are
well separated Q2  ΛQ  Λ2QCD the factorisation of the hard modes and hard-collinear modes can
be carried out. Factorising the hard modes one reduces QCD to the eﬀective theory known as SCET-I
which still includes the hard-collinear modes. At the next step one integrate out these modes reducing
description to the SCET-II. This eﬀective theory describes the collinear and soft sectors. Corresponding particles have soft virtualities of order Λ2 and therefore their dynamics is nonperturbative. The
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Figure 1. The reduced diagrams describing the factorization formula in Eq.(5).

matrix elements of operators constructed from the SCET-II ﬁelds do not depend on the hard scale and
must be considered as a nonperturbative.
The kinematical region, where present data have been collected, corresponds to the relatively
small value of the hard-collinear scale μhc < 1 GeV. Therefore in this case one has to stop after
factorization of the hard modes. The SCET-I matrix elements in such situation must be also considered
as nonpertubative input despite they formally depend on the hard scale Q.
In Refs.[15, 16] it was shown that the complete leading power factorization formula can be written
as
T i (s, t) = Ci (s, t)F1 (t) + Ψ ∗ Hi (s, t) ∗ Ψ, i = 2, 3, 4.
(5)
Here the ﬁrst term on the rhs describes the soft-spectator contribution while the second term corresponds to the well known hard-spectator mechanism. For illustration, in Fig.1 we show the diﬀerent
contributions in Eq.(5) as appropriate reduced diagrams. In the large Q limit both contributions in
Eq.(5) behave as Q−6 up to logarithmic corrections and give
T 2,4,6 (s, t) ∼ Q−6 ,

Q → ∞.

(6)

For large values of Q the soft-spectator scattering is strongly suppressed due to the so-called Sudakov
logarithms and therefore the hard-spectator contribution becomes dominant. But for moderate values
of Q the eﬀect of the Sudakov suppression is still weak therefore the soft-spectator contribution is
quite large or even dominant.
The expression in Eq.(5) does not include the amplitudes T 1,3,5 . These amplitudes describe the
scattering when the helicity of nucleon is not conserved. Corresponding contribution in the cross
section is suppressed by power O(1/Q2 ) comparing the helicity conserving amplitudes. However the
factorization of the amplitudes T 1,3,5 can also be describes in the same way as in Eq.(5) but the soft
spectator contribution will be described by the set of the subleading SCET-I operators. More detailed
consideration the SCET factorization for the amplitudes T 1,3,5 is given in Ref.[17].
The asterisks in Eq.(5) denote the convolution with respect to the collinear quark fractions, Ψ
denotes the nucleon distribution amplitudes which describe the non-perturbative dynamics in the hardspectator contributions. The hard coeﬃcient functions Hi (s, t) in Eq.(5) deﬁne the full dependence
of the hard-spectator contribution on the Mandelstam variables. The leading-order approximation
for these functions are deﬁned by the two-gluon exchange diagrams and therefore they are of order
α2s (Q2 ).
The hard coeﬃcient functions C2,4,6 in the soft spectator term in Eq.(5) can be computed systematically order by order in pQCD. The leading-order expressions read
C2 (s, t) = −C4 (s, t) =

s−u
,
su

C6 (s, t) =

The NLO expressions have also been computed in Ref.[16].
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The non-perturbative dynamics in the soft-spectator contribution in Eq.(5) is described by the
SCET form factor (FF) F1 (t). In the SCET framework it is deﬁned as

    2 
eq ξ̄n (0)Wn γ⊥σ Wn̄† ξn̄ (0) − ξ̄n̄ (0)Wn̄ γ⊥σ Wn† ξn (0) |p SCET = N̄n γ⊥σ Nn̄ F1 (t),
p
(8)
where n and n̄ denote the auxiliary light-like vectors associated with the nucleon momenta
p=

√

−t 2n̄ +

m2
√N n
−t 2

√ n̄
−t 2 ,

p =

m2
√ N n̄
−t 2

+

√ n
−t 2

√ n
−t 2 ,

(9)

The ﬁelds ξn and ξn̄ in Eq.(8) denotes the hard-collinear quark ﬁelds in SCET-I (with the appropriate
ﬂavor) and Wn denotes hard-collinear Wilson line
  0
Wn (z) = P exp ig
ds n̄ · A(n)
(10)
hc (z + sn̄) ,
−∞

and similarly for the ﬁelds with the label n̄.
This SCET FF depends only from the large momentum transfer t. However this dependence is
associated only with the hard-collinear modes which can not be factorized for small values of the
hard-collinear scale. One can see from Eq.(5) that the energy (s) dependence is completely deﬁned
by the hard coeﬃcient function Ci and therefore can be computed in the perturbation theory. SCET
analysis allows one to show that at large values of −t one expect that F1 (t) ∼ (−t)−2 . Therefore at
large Q the soft spectator term decreases with the same power as the hard spectator contribution.
The FF F1 (t) and the hard coeﬃcient functions Ci also depend on the factorization scale μF which
is not shown for simplicity. This scale deﬁnes the separation between the hard and hard-collinear
regions. This scale dependence can be computed from the renormalization of the SCET operator in
Eq.(8). In the NLO one ﬁnds [16]
μ



d
αs
Ci (s, t; μ2 ) =
C F 4 ln[−t/μ2 ] − 6 + O(α s ) Ci (s, t; μ2 ),
dμ
4π

(11)

Solving this equation one can resum the large logarithms to all order in perturbation theory.

3 Phenomenology
In order to apply the factorization formula (5) in a phenomenological analysis one must deﬁne the
unknown nonperturbative form factor F1 . This task can only be solved by using a nonperturbative approach within the SCET framework. At present time such approach has not yet developed. Meanwhile
a useful phenomenological consideration can be carried out. This is possible due to the universality
of the deﬁnition of the SCET FF F1 in the factorization approach and due to its speciﬁc properties.
This one unknown quantity describes the three independent amplitudes T 2,4,6 . Therefore the idea is to
re-express this quantity in terms of any one amplitude and then use this expression for the remaining
two amplitudes. This allows one to establish the relation between the three amplitudes up to well
deﬁned hard-spectator corrections.
In order to be speciﬁc let us use Eq.(5) and write for F1 the following expression
F1 (t) = R(s, t) − Ψ ∗ H2 (s, t) ∗ Ψ/C2 (s, t).
Here we deﬁne the ratio
R(s, t) =

T 2 (s, t)
.
C2 (s, t, μ2 = −t)
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Note that the rhs of Eq.(12) does not depend on the total energy s. Substituting this equation in the
expressions for the amplitudes T 4,6 (5) we obtain

H2 (s, t)
∗ Ψ.
(14)
T i (s , t) = Ci (s , t)R(s, t) + Ψ ∗ Hi (s , t) − Ci (s , t)
C2 (s, t)
On the left side of this equation we have a well deﬁned physical amplitude therefore the right side
must also be well deﬁned. This means that the potential end-point singularities in the hard-spectator
corrections must cancel in the diﬀerence on the rhs of Eq.(14). We assume that all the hard coeﬃcient
functions in Eq.(14) are deﬁned at μ2 = −t. We also used the diﬀerent values of the total energy s in
Eq.(14) in order to stress that the substitution (12) does not depend on the energy s.
If the values of the hard-spectator contributions in Eq.(14) are small, then such terms can be
neglected and we obtain
T i (s , t)

Ci (s , t)R(s, t) ⇔

T i (s , t)
Ci (s , t)

R(s, t).

(15)

Notice that this formula is valid to all orders in α s for the coeﬃcient Ci but at order α2s one has to take
into account the hard-spectator corrections.
Obviously the choice of the amplitude T i for the deﬁnition of the ratio R in (13) does not play any
essential role. In the deﬁnition (13) we also used a freedom to ﬁx the factorization scale and chose
μ2 = −t as simplest realization.
If the bulk contribution to the amplitudes T i (s, t) is provided by the soft-overlap term then one
expects (this is also implied by Eq.(15) ) that the ratio R depends only very weakly on the energy s
d
R(s, t)
ds

0,

(16)

This picture can be veriﬁed when comparing with the data. Consider the unpolarised WACS cross
section. Using expressions (15) for the amplitudes T 2,4,6 and neglecting the helicity ﬂip amplitudes
T 1,3,5 0 and power suppressed terms ∼ m/Q we obtain
dσ πα2
1
1
= 2 |R(s, t)|2 (−su) |C2 (s, t)|2 + |C4 (s, t)|2 + |C6 (s, t)|2 .
dt
2
2
s

(17)

If the ratio R(s, t) depends mostly on the momentum transfer t then the energy dependence of the cross
section in Eq.(17) is deﬁned only by the hard coeﬃcient functions. Using Eq.(17) one can extract the
absolute value |R(s, t)| and to check the equation Eq.(16) using the experimental data for the cross
section. In Fig.2 we show the results obtained for the ratio R where we also take into account the
power suppressed kinematical corrections. From Fig.2 we see that this approximate scaling behavior
is observed in the region where −u ≥ 2.5 GeV2 . Hence we can adopt this value as a phenomenological
lower limit of applicability of the described approach. For smaller values of u the extracted values of
R (shown by the open squares) demonstrate already a clear sensitivity to s. Thus one can observe that
for −u = 1.3 GeV2 (−t = 3.7 GeV2 ) the obtained value of R is about a factor 2 larger than the scaling
curve. This observation clearly demonstrates that the given approach cannot describe the cross section
data at small values of u.
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